In this paper we investigate the main linguistic phenomena that can make texts complex and how they could be simplified. We focus on a corpus analysis of simple account texts available on the web for Brazilian Portuguese and propose simplification strategies for this language. This study illustrates the need for text simplification to facilitate accessibility to information by poor literacy readers and potentially by people with other cognitive disabilities. It also highlights characteristics of simplification for Portuguese, which may differ from other languages. Such study consists of the first step towards building Brazilian Portuguese text simplification systems. One of the scenarios in which these systems could be used is that of reading electronic texts produced, e.g., by the Brazilian government or by relevant news agencies.
INTRODUCTION
In Brazil, letramento (literacy) is a term used to designate people's ability to use written language to obtain and record information, express themselves, plan and learn continuously, i.e., to effectively use their reading and writing skills in several aspects of their social life [1] . Since 2001, the INAF index (National Indicator of Functional Literacy) has been annually computed to measure the levels of functional illiteracy of Brazilian population. INAF 5-year report identifies four levels of literacy for Brazilian population:
(1) Illiteracy: the condition of those who are not able to perform simple tasks involving the decoding of words and phrases;
(2) Literacy -rudimentary level: the ability to find explicit information in short texts, such as advertisements or short letters;
(3) Literacy -basic level: the ability to find information in slightly longer texts and also make simple inferences; (4) Literacy -advanced level: the ability to read long texts, find multiple types of information, compare different texts, and perform inference.
The average scores obtained in the exams applied show that the proportion of adult people with higher education levels has been increasing (people with high school or higher levels increased from 28% in 2001 to 36% in 2005). However the average performance in each education level shows a negative drift. In fact, according to INAF, the majority (68%) of the 30.6 million Brazilians between 15 and 64 years who have studied up to 4 years only reach the rudimentary level of literacy. Amongst the people who studied for 8 years, only a quarter can be considered fully literate, while the vast majority is literate at the basic level.
One of the relevant features in the three levels of literacy is the ability to deal with texts of different lengths. This feature can be addressed by a very well known Natural Language Processing (NLP) task -automatic summarization -which can be applied to original texts in order to generate new texts with different degrees of compression (see, e.g., [2] ). Another feature is the ability to find information (e.g., text purpose, context and conclusions) and make associations among parts of the text (e.g., contrasts, exemplifications and cause-effect associations). This ability is usually addressed by the field of automatic discourse analysis (e.g., [3, 4] ). The main distinguishing feature in the three levels of literacy refers to the complexity of the texts itself, which is addressed by the field of Text Simplification (TS).
TS is an application of an emerging area of research in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) called text-to-text generation. TS aims to maximize the comprehension of written texts through the simplification of their linguistic structure. These simplifications may Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. involve lexical and syntactic structures by substituting words that are only understood by a small number of people by words that are more usual, and by breaking down and changing the syntax of the sentences, respectively. As a result, it is expected that the whole text can be more easily understood both by human readers and computer systems [5, 6] . Other approaches to TS may also involve dropping parts from the text and adding extra material to explain difficult terms [7] as well as to make it flow more naturally by addressing the generation of cohesive texts. [8] is an example of the latter approach: it considers sentence ordering, cue-word selection, referring-expression generation, determiner choice and pronominal use during syntactic simplification.
The project PorSimples (Simplificação Textual do Português para Inclusão e Acessibilidade Digital) addresses TS aiming at building systems to promote the access to Brazilian Portuguese texts by people at the rudimentary and basic literacy level, as well as by those with cognitive disabilities (e.g. aphasia and dyslexia). We foresee two systems: (i) an on-line authoring system to help producing simplified texts and (ii) a TS system to allow people to read Web content (working as a post-processing system). The latter will explore not only the tasks of summarization, discourse analysis and TS itself, but also text presentation schemes. To the best of our knowledge, there are no TS systems for Portuguese.
In this paper we present a study of the linguistic phenomena that make texts complex. Since there is no corpus of original-simplified text pairs readily available for Portuguese, we focus on a corpus analysis of Brazilian Portuguese simple account texts available on the Web to compare them to "normal", i.e., non-simplified, texts and learn how to make more natural simplifications from them. Simple accounts consist of texts composed in a way that the writer recasts the information that he or she abstracts from several sources to suit a particular kind of reader, yielding authentic discourses and more natural texts. The goal is to illustrate the need for text simplification, highlight simplification characteristics of the Portuguese language, and produce a set of simplification rules, in the form of a manual, for Portuguese. The results obtained constitute the basis for the implementation of rule-based TS systems and also for the process of corpus annotation to build data-driven approaches to TS.
In Section 2 we bring a short review of the previous research on TS. Section 3 presents several sources used to help the design of our simplification operations, including the corpus study. The resulting simplification manual for six constructs of the Portuguese grammar is presented in Section 4.
RELATED WORK
It is well known that long sentences, conjoined sentences, embedded clauses, passives, non-canonical word order, and use of lowfrequency words, among other things, increase text complexity for language-impaired readers [9, 10, 11] . Some of these problems have been addressed in different ways in the previous work on TS. [12, 13] consider only syntactic knowledge to approach TS, using both rule-based systems and rules learned from a corpus, respectively. [14, 15, 8, 16] tackle the generation of simplified texts by focusing on choices at the discourse level, trying to answer what choices (e.g., discourse relations, referring expressions, and cue phrases) are most appropriate for people with poor literacy. The PSET (Practical Simplification of English Texts) project [11] investigated how lexical-level and syntactic level choices affect readability for a special kind of readers -aphasics -without considering discourse choices.
The kind of knowledge used to implement TS systems is an important issue and it is related to the use the system is meant for. For example, [12, 13] design TS methods to produce as output simplifications which are more appropriate to be processed by language processing tools (e.g., a parser is more likely to get a correct structure for a simple sentence than for a complex one), or to be post-processed for human use. [10] focus on TS to applications to facilitate information search. They define the concept of Easy Access Sentence (EAS) using the following requirements: (i) EAS is a grammatical sentence; (ii) it has one finite verb; (iii) it does not make claims that were not present in the original text; and (iv) the more named entities a sentence satisfying the previous 3 requirements has, the better EAS it is. An example of text simplification using EAS given in [10] The factoids this simplification method generates (subject-verbobjects and possibly some modifiers) makes it easier to retrieve the information in the text. However, it makes the text longer and flat, probably less interesting for human readers. Moreover, [17] claim that EAS-like sentences run the risk of being more difficult to comprehend, as they may have fewer linguistic cues of cohesion that specify how the sentences should be conceptually related. The approach followed by [16, 14, 7] favors text accessibility to a wider audience of readers, and may be used for educational purposes.
Besides poor literacy readers, which are the focus of our project, other groups of users may benefit from TS systems:
• people making use of assistive technologies, such as screen readers and translators [18, 19, 20, 21] ;
• hearing-impaired people who communicate to each other using sign languages like LIBRAS (Brazilian Sign Language), since the structural differences between LIBRAS and Portuguese make it difficult to understand complex texts [22] ;
• people with cognitive disabilities caused by medical conditions or interventions, e.g., people suffering from aphasia or dyslexia [23, 24, 6, 25] and traumatic brain injuries, strokes and aneurysms [26] ; and
• people undertaking Distance Education, in which text understandability is of great importance [27] .
Instead of using TS systems to simplify complex texts, some researchers like [28] Ao Encontro da Lei exploits stories in famous comics, parodies (facts from Brazilian soap operas or movies), subtitles, many definitions, usually through explanations, and reformulations near to difficult words. Sentences are short, but not always composed of a single clause as in EAS. Discourse markers are pervasive, appearing usually at the beginning of the sentences. While manually generating simple accounts can indeed lead to more natural texts than the automatically simplified ones, this is a very expensive process, which requires dedicated efforts for different target readers. On the other hand, while building deep natural language generation systems for text simplification (see, e.g., [14, 29, 30] ) is also a complex task, once a basic framework is defined for automatic TS, variations of these can be relatively easily derived in the form of different systems, tuned to particular readers. In this paper we tackle two subsets of simplification strategies that we call natural and strong simplifications to illustrate how the variations of TS strategies can be addressed. These subsets are described in Section 4 together with the indication of possible users which can benefit from them.
DESIGNING SIMPLIFICATION OPERATIONS
Two characteristics of texts that are of interest in this paper are the legibility (graphical presentation of the text) and readability (use of frequent words and simple syntactic structures). Besides the microstructure, the macrostructure of the text is also a concern, in which other features can act as facilitators to understand the text, e.g. the organization, cohesion, coherence, and the focus on particular target readers. For example, the author can bring an anaphora close to its referent, use discourse markers between sentences, give preference for explicit definitions or use complete information. The next three subsections present the sources of information used in the design of a manual for Brazilian Portuguese syntactic simplification.
Plain Language
Plain English is a movement in Britain and the USA that emerged in the late 1970's as a reaction to the unclear language used in government and business forms and documents. It provides guidelines (the Plain Language) that in principle can be applied for any language. Some recommendations on how to write and organize information in Plain Language are: write using personal pronouns; use a simple logic to create connections between obvious ideas; remove all the information that is not essential for the purpose of the text; use a summary for large documents or create a short introduction to the content of each item; keep the subject, verb and object together; explain only one idea per sentence; use short sentences; avoid hidden verbs; use active voice; make syntax simple; use no more than two or three subordinate levels in one sentence; if possible, use the word "if" for conditions; use concrete, short, simple words; avoid or explain legal, foreign, and technical jargon; minimize abbreviations; place the main idea before exceptions and conditions.
Although some recommendations are directly useful and can be implemented in TS systems (e.g. subject-verb-object order, active voice and subordinate clauses control), others are difficult to specify (e.g., how simple each syntactic construction is and which words are simple). Therefore, explicit syntactic simplification rules and lists of simple words are necessary. For English, some lexical resources are available, like the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (which helps to identify difficult words using psycholinguistic measures), but such resources do not exist for Portuguese. For the PorSimples project, we have compiled a list of simple words composed of words supposed to be common to youngsters (from [32] ), a list of frequent words (from news texts for children) and a list of concrete words available in [33] . We have also defined a set of syntactic simplification guidelines, as we describe in Section 4.
TS Systems for English and Coh-Metrix
Siddharthan [9] illustrates the simplification of various syntactic constructs of the English Grammar: adjectival (or relative) clauses, adverbial clauses, coordinate clauses, subordinate clauses, correlated clauses, participial phrases, appositive phrases and voice. Passive voice is changed into active voice, while the remaining simplifications split a complex sentence into two (or more) with a subsequent decision about sentence order based on discourse organization.
Williams and Reiter [15, 29] use psycholinguistic findings on readability as a basis to their easy-to-read text generation system: short, common words are easier to read; short sentences are more readable; discourse connectives improve comprehension; cognitive load for poor readers in working out ellipses can be higher; some repetition and redundancy might actually turn out to be beneficial. They also use corpus analysis to search for cue phrases preferences and positions, and order of text spans, for instance.
The Coh-Metrix 2.0 tool [34] measures syntactic complexity. One of its metrics is very interesting: the number of words that appear before the main verb of the main clause in the sentences of a text. Sentences that have many words and subordinate clauses before the main verb demand a large amount of working memory.
A Corpus Analysis of Simple Accounts
It is interesting to notice that simple account texts present texts aligned to visual and meta-linguistic information. They generally use frames, comic strips, balloons, attention-calling phrases, parody, numbered and spaced paragraphs, definitions for difficult words, highlighting of important pieces of information (bold, italic and larger sizes), etc.
We conducted a corpus analysis to verify how simple such texts actually are and which characteristics cause them to be natural and authentic. In particular, we want to measure how the texts could be quantified in terms of the previous work findings on how simple texts must be. A non-simple account corpus, Caderno Brasil da Folha de São Paulo (hereafter FSP), was also analyzed, so that its features could be contrasted to those of the simple accounts. It is composed of news about Brazil aimed for a wide audience, collected from corpus PLN-Br GOLD [35] , publicly available on the Web. This was chosen to allow the comparison between "normal" and simple account texts. We analyzed 55 simple account texts: 10 sections of corpora (1) and (2), 5 sections of corpus (3), and 10 texts of corpora (4)- (6) . For the FSP corpus, we selected 12 news articles, following a sampling technique used in PLN-Br GOLD, which contains news from 1994 to 2005.
Initially, each corpus was automatically annotated by PALAVRAS, a syntactic parser for Portuguese [36] ; the corpus analysis was performed by the AIcorpus tool (this is a tool to analyze several features of a corpus, available at http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/AIC/). In order to compute the number of simple words in each corpus, we used the list of common words for Portuguese mentioned in Section 3.1. The discourse markers counted were those identified by [4] for Brazilian Portuguese. Table 1 lists the total number of sentences and words, average sentence length and the percentage of simple words in each of the seven corpora. We can see that all the 6 corpora of simple account texts have fewer words per sentence than the FSP corpus, that is, the non-simple account text. They also contain more common words. The The ANOVA statistical test showed that the difference between simple accounts and normal texts is significant with p-value < 0.05.
Regarding the size of the words, FSP has on average 5.06 characters per word, while Ca has 5.61, and the remaining texts have also a similar number of characters per word, on average: from 4.67 to 4.91, that is, close to FSP. Table 2 shows the figures resulting from the analysis of several other features in the 7 corpora. Although all the simple account corpora have fewer prepositional phrases and embedded apposition than the FSP corpus, contrary to what we expected, we cannot conclude that simple account texts contain less or more relative clauses, passive voice sentences, enumerative apposition, adjectives or adverbs, which are all supposed to make the text more complex. One fact, although, is important to notice: the Bu corpus presents a large number of enumerative appositions. We have checked those instances and verified that this construct has strong correlation to the use of a paralinguistic feature -lists with bullets or numbers for several aspects related to the medicines, e.g. symptoms.
As for relative clauses, all the simple account corpora except Bu have a large number of them. In CHC, they are related to the definition of concepts or terms. Splitting the relative clauses and other complex constructions in two sentences would improve the readability of these texts. This operation is discussed in Section 4.
The ANOVA statistical test showed that the difference between simple accounts and normal texts for apposition and passive sentences are not strongly significant (p-values were 0.18 and 0.25, respectively). Table 3 shows that the simple account corpora, except those aiming children, contain proportionally more sentences with only one or two clauses (1-clause sentences and 2-clause sentences) than FSP corpus, that is, FSP seems indeed to contain more complex syntactic constructions.
This finding regarding to the simple accounts aimed to children was curious for several reasons. For example, ZH has the smallest number of coordinate and subordinate conjunctions, the smallest number of non-finite verbs and is among the ones with the smallest number of words per sentence, on average. It seems that the most used syntactic construct is the asyndetically coordinate clause, maybe due to the decision to shorten the length of the sentences.
Following the recommendation of Plain Language, in all the 7 corpora there is still room for improving sentences readability by splitting the sentences with 3 or more clauses. In particular, readability of the simple account corpora would be improved if the number of initial subordinate clauses was reduced.
ANOVA statistical test showed that the difference between simple accounts and normal texts for initial subordinate clauses and 2 to 5-clause sentences are not significant as expected (p-values were 0.34, 0.72, 0.61, 0.52 and 0.09, respectively).
Analyzing discourse markers, we noticed that there are more exemplification markers in the simple account corpora than in the FSP corpus. The short markers (e.g., também (also), se (if), quando (when), ou (or), como (as/like), and bem (well)) also appear in larger number than in FSP. Simple accounts also have a larger number of discourse markers than FSP, in general (following the order of the corpora in the tables, the percentages are: 10.3, 12.49, 9.08, 10.37, 10.92, 12.22 and 7.30).
A MANUAL FOR PORTUGUESE SYNTACTIC SIMPLIFICATION
As a result of the studies presented in Section 3, we defined a set of operations related to certain linguistic phenomena, which can be performed on Portuguese texts in order to simplify such texts. This set was compiled in the form of a manual [37] to be used both for the creation of rules in a rule-based text simplification system, and to guide human annotators to simplify texts in order to produce examples to train machine learning techniques to learn such and other rules.
As shown in Table 4 , the manual is organized in 6 sections describing how the syntactic constructs and discourse markers -a lexical choice based on discourse information -should be simplified. In the manual we provide several examples of simplifications operations. The constructs are: (1) apposition, (2) relative clauses, (3) subordinate clauses, (4) coordinate clauses, (5) sentences with non-finite verbs, and (6) passive voice. There are 5 simplification operations: a) splitting sentences, b) changing a discourse marker by a simpler and/or more frequent one (the indication is to avoid the ambiguous ones), c) changing passive to active voice, d) inverting clause order and e) non-simplification. The general guidelines are: shorten sentences; keep the subjectverb-object together; avoid embedded sentence between parentheses, commas or dashes. Table 4 shows the construct, the simplification operations to be applied, the suggested order of the clauses, and the cue phrase(s) (translated into English), if they apply. The "comments" column illustrates the general case of the simplification, although there are rules for specific cases of each construct.
For an example of simplification operation, consider the following original text: "The building hosting the Brazilian Consulate was also evacuated, although the diplomats have obtained permission to carry on working." Its simplified version, applying the rule for concessive subordinate clauses (7 th line in Table 4 ), would be: "The diplomats have obtained permission to carry on working. But the building hosting the Brazilian Consulate was also evacuated". The sentence is split in two, the clauses are inverted, and a simple discourse marker ("but") is chosen.
Natural and Strong Simplifications
In the PorSimples project we are addressing TS to allow poor literacy people to have easier access to information. As described in Section 1, readers with literacy at basic level may need different type of help from those with literacy at rudimentary level, children learning to read, and people with cognitive disabilities. In fact, several researchers relate the capabilities and performance of the working memory with reading levels (see [8] , for example). Beginning and poor readers tend to overload their working memory while trying to recognize words, which is considered to be a low level ability. Several studies have also shown that splitting complex sentences in shorter sentences (which is one of the many possible syntactic simplifications that can be done) results in the reduction of information in the working memory. On the other hand, in PorSimples we also want to help poor literacy people to improve their reading skills over the time. [26] , for example, states that understanding and learning through texts are not enhanced when based only on simple texts. Although simplification is an educational action that teachers perform on a daily basis, this action must be well balanced to improve students' learning skills.
In order to pursuit such balance we propose two subsets of simplification operations called here natural and strong simplifications. They were designed by observing and analyzing an expert in text revision to simplify newspaper articles in Portuguese: from all the operations related in Table 4 , plus lexical simplification and dropping sentences (or parts of them) which are redundant (not covered by the syntactic simplification guidelines), sentence splitting was the only one operation used with parsimony. This exercise helped us to propose these two levels of simplification that can be tuned according to user's needs. The natural simplification subset includes lexical simplification, dropping parts of the text, changing sentences to keep subject-verb-object order, changing discourse markers by simpler and/or more frequent ones, changing passive by active voice, inverting clause order, and nonsimplification. Strong simplifications involve splitting sentences and changing discourse markers by simpler and/or more frequent ones, and inverting clause order.
In the following, we use the first paragraph of an article of the FSP newspaper (section Brazil, 2005), translated into English here, to illustrate the use of natural simplifications to produce a simplified text which is afterwards further simplified by using strong simplification operations: In a press conference called to answer corruption charges during his term as Mayor of the city of Ribeirão Preto, the Minister Antonio Palocci Filho (Treasury) said to be willing to resign his position, but with the recommendation of President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, would remain in office. He strongly stated, however, that no person is "irreplaceable".
After dropping the underlined parts above, since they appear further in the text, we have the following text: After lexical simplification of the underlined parts of the , we have the new text below which still needs some rewriting in the last sentence (to move the discourse marker "porém" (however) to the front): 
FINAL REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented in this paper the first steps towards producing TS systems for Brazilian Portuguese texts under the PorSimples project, which aims to facilitate information access by poor literacy people. From the study, we could verify that TS is a necessary task and that even simple account texts could be more tuned to their final usage. The study also yielded the first syntactic simplification manual for Brazilian Portuguese and the grouping of the simplification operations in two subsets: natural and strong simplifications. The manual will serve as a basis for annotating corpora and for producing automatic TS systems, the immediate future work we foresee in the project. Initial work on a text simplification supporting tool can be found in [38] .
We intend to evaluate our TS systems and the simplification operations in the manual by conducting experiments with poor readers of varied levels and different reading disability causes. We believe that it is possible to identify simplification operation groups tailored to different readers.
